DIGITAL LEVEL SERIES

All the features and benefits of the standard box beam levels with digital read-out. Our Digital version is great for confirming ADA compliance, and comes with:

- Measuring tolerance module:
  - 0.05° at 0° and 90°
  - 0.1° between 1° and 89°
- Adjustable inclination display in °, %, mm/m and in/ft.
- “Hold” function for storing measured values and for transferring angles.
  - Audible signal guidance available in difficult visible conditions.
- Easy to see with reversible display for inverted measurements.
- Protection class IP65 keeps the electronics safe from the environment.

**LKBD SERIES**

**DIGITAL**

Digital readout on general construction levels

**FEATURES**

1. **SOLA FOCUS Vials** for better accuracy and readability.
2. **Digital Readout** for accurate results.
3. **Acoustic Signal** at 0° and 90°.
4. **Mode Options** °, mm/m, %, in/ft.
5. **Display Options**: ABS (absolute) and INC (incremental).

**MODEL** | **UPC** | **LENGTH** | **# VIALS** | **SPECIAL FEATURE**
---|---|---|---|---
LKBD24 | 028917 | 24 in. | 2 | Digital Readout
LKBD48 | 028924 | 48 in. | 2 | Magnetic
LKBDM48 | 029020 | 48 in. | 3 | Magnetic
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